Archinal B. Lunar Geodesy and Cartography Working Group

_Activities of the NASA LPRP Lunar Geodesy and Cartography Working Group_ [#2095]

We describe the purpose, operation, activities, and future plans of the NASA Lunar Precursor Robotic Program Lunar Geodesy and Cartography Working Group. New standards/recommendations and the need to geodetically control lunar datasets are examined.
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_Lunar Orbiter Digital Frame Mosaics: Ready for Prime Time_ [#2437]

This abstract announces the availability of Lunar Orbiter (LO) projected and cosmetically processed frame mosaics. Frames from medium- and high-resolution cameras from LO missions III, IV, and V are available via the Lunar Orbiter Frame Viewer web tool at USGS.


_Restoration of Apollo Data by the PDS Lunar Data Node_ [#1991]

The Lunar Data Node (LDN) has been formed to put relevant, scientifically important Apollo data into accessible digital form for use by researchers and mission planners. We will report on progress made since last year and plans for future data restorations.
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_Preliminary Stereo Reconstruction from Apollo 15 Metric Camera Imagery_ [#2282]

We present preliminary results from automated stereo processing of 70 image pairs from the Apollo 15 Metric Camera. Geo-registration of these data is discussed, as well as a new algorithm for improved sub-pixel stereo matching.
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_Fast Ray Tracing of Lunar Digital Elevation Models_ [#2092]

Methods for optimizing ray-tracing processes for radiation analysis of digital elevation models (DEM)’s. Point-vector methods are demonstrated using Clementine DEM to determine degree of illumination as a function for large-scale DEM analysis, complex orbital ephemeris.


_A New Clementine Basemap of the Moon_ [#2445]

The new basemap of the Moon based on ULCN2005 will be distributed through USGS Map-A-Planet web site (http://www.mapapl.net). The image geometry was verified for accuracy, and radiometric and photometric corrections applied and mosaicked.


_A New Lunar Impact Crater Database_ [#1532]

The aim of this abstract is to describe a new database of lunar impact craters which integrates information concerning the locations and ages of craters, as well as various measured and calculated physical characteristics.